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The purpose of this newsletter is to discuss important issues that
impact our school community. We hope that sharing these issues
will prompt further discussion and help us build an evolving
vision of how our schools can engage every student in the joy of
learning.
 
We welcome your feedback. Please send email responses to
The_Quarterly@wayland.k12.ma.us and share your ideas for
articles and opinions about the goings on in the Wayland Public
Schools.
 
Ellen Grieco (Parent and School Committee member) and Arthur
Unobskey (Superintendent)
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Overwhelmed

Ryan is a senior at Wayland High School.

By Ryan Urato

It being nearly midnight on a Friday in January, the
lights were switched off in every room of the house,
every room except mine.  I was awake, and had been so
for the previous eighteen hours, a time period in which I
had gone to six classes, taken two tests, attended my
varsity basketball game, helped my friend with
homework after school, and spent five hours preparing
materials for a Christmas tree pickup fundraiser for the
class government the next day. I was still working on
that fundraiser when midnight arrived. I would continue
to work until 1:30 am, at which time I would fall asleep,
having forgotten to eat dinner. I would wake up the next
day at 6:30 am, my one day off from basketball, and
proceed to spend seven hours driving Christmas trees
around Wayland before going into Boston for my weekly
orchestra rehearsal, and then spending the rest of the
evening doing homework before my basketball practice
the following morning. 
 
It wasn’t until that Friday night of my junior year that I
admitted to myself that I was overwhelmed, and that I
had been so for the previous six years, and would
continue to be so for the foreseeable future. It wasn’t
until that night that I realized that I loathed every single
activity I did during my day and lamented every single
activity filling up my schedule for the next day, because
every activity represented time in which I would be
unable to rest.

Our Playing Fields
W A Y L A N D  H I G H  S C H O O L

F I E L D S  P R O J E C T

11-1-19: Our new turf field and bleachers

("Overwhelmed" continued on  page 6)

Club Fair 2019 WHS

The Town of Wayland approved
the renovation of Wayland High
School's athletic facilities at the
May 2019 Town Meeting. The
Department of Public Works and
the Facilities Department have
worked diligently with our
construction vendors to complete
this project on-time and within
the budget while meeting our
Town's high expectations for
quality.
 
The project is nearing
completion. Currently, the
drainage for the softball field has
been completed and is being
seeded. On the main field, the
turf has been laid and the in-fill is
being "groomed in." The topcoat
for the tennis courts will be
completed next week.
 
We expect that all of the fields,
bathrooms and concession stand
will be operational by the spring.
(The exception is the softball field
which will need one more year for
the grass to establish itself.)
Please keep your eyes open for a
Town-wide celebration in April.
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L e a r n i n g  C i v i c s  i n
E i g h t h  G r a d e

A couple of weeks ago I sat down to talk with
Wayland Middle School Social Studies Curriculum
Coordinator, Jake Montwieler. We talked about how
Wayland Middle School is integrating the new state
standards for the Social Studies curriculum which
were issued last December, 2018. (You can find the
standards here: http://www.
doe.mass.edu/frameworks/hss/2018-12.pdf)
 
The standards are well written; the state has done
a nice job of integrating the study of relevant 21st
Century content with the development of skills that
encourages creative analytical thinking and public
speaking. Generally, the danger with all curricular
standards is that they become simply a list of
topics that must be covered in school. The new
Social Studies standards attempt to avoid that
trap, including a Statement of Beliefs about social
studies education's relevance in the modern world
that is exceptionally clear and passionate and that
encourages schools to integrate content with
deeper understanding and skill development.
 
 

 

curriculum of all of its social studies
classes, seeking to determine what
social studies content is critical for
students’ understanding at the middle
school level. At the same time, the
social studies department is in the
process of making the switch to
standards based grading which focuses
more on skill development and
understanding than content coverage.
These two endeavors convinced the
educators in the social studies
department to trim their curricula in
order to teach for mastery and allow
more time for questioning and
conferencing.
 
In the 8th grade, this means that
students will focus actively on civics as
it is lived in the United States. Studying
civics provides training for how to be a
responsible citizen in a democracy.
Wayland Middle School has taught this
skill set in 8th grade through looking at
the women's movement and the
struggle for equal education in America.
This portion of the curriculum will
remain and provide a framework for the
new civics learning. Other portions of
the curriculum, most notably the
beloved unit on Germany in the 30s, will
now be addressed in high school. While,
these revisions were difficult for the
middle school teachers, they all believe
that the new focus on actively
developing skills for citizenship will fill
significant instruction time, and is
appropriate to the 8th grade students'
development and critical to our
students’ future success. ("Learning
Civics" continued on next page)
 
 
 
 

An 8th Grade class discussion on The
Declaration of Independence 

A recounting of a conversation between Ellen Grieco and Jake
Montwieler, Social Studies Curriculum Coordinator

In response to the new standards, Wayland Middle
School has spent the past year looking at the 
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L e a r n i n g  C i v i c s  i n  
E i g h t h  G r a d e  ( c o n t )

The revised curriculum will include consideration
of the connection between civics and civility:
students will consider questions such as "In the
public sphere, how do we talk across differences
while questioning and challenging what is
happening?" Students will develop skills in
speaking clearly and providing evidence to support
their opinions on the one hand and in listening
carefully to others with an open heart and mind on
the other. Students will actively learn how to be
open to change, how to disagree honestly but
remain respectful, deepening their membership in
the shared endeavor of democracy.
 

 

As society continues to evolve in the 21st century,
it is important that our educational system adapts
to best prepare out students for the new world
they will live in. Many kids, especially high school
students report that school is their biggest 
 
 

"stressor" but also that school is not the
sole contributor to the stress and anxiety
in their lives. The average age at which
students in the Metro-west are given a
phone is 10 years old. Our youth's near
constant exposure to hand held electronics
and social media at young ages has eaten
away at their self-awareness and privacy.
They cannot access the place where they
can come to know and like who they are
without comparing themselves to others
through media. It is important that our
school system actively help our students
understand the impact that this stress has
on their brain and their behavior and
provide them with some tools for
managing this increasingly impactful
aspect of modern life.
 
Social Emotional Learning (SEL) enables
students to learn how to manage their
emotions independently so that they can
have successful and happy lives in the 21st
century world. Through Social Emotional
Learning, kids develop the communication
skills that allow them to make better
decisions in all of their interactions with
adults. SEL also encourages our students
to be more thoughtful and purposeful in
addressing problems that they and their
peers face.
 
The five core competencies of SEL were
developed by the CASEL organization. The
core competencies are Self-Awareness,
Self-Management, Social Awareness,
Relationship Skills, and Responsible
Decision Making. While kindness,
compassion, self-awareness and making
good choices have always been core
("What is SEL?" Continued on next page)
 
 

What is SEL and Why Does It
Need Our School's Focus Now :

a parent’s perspective
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L a u n c h i n g  N e w  
S t a r t  T i m e s
This fall, the Wayland Public Schools adopted new
start times. The High School and Middle School now
start at 8:35 and 8:40 a.m., one hour and five
minutes later than in 2018-2019. The elementary
schools start fifty minutes earlier than they did last
year. The School Committee voted this change in
order to align the school-day schedule of all
Wayland students with the scientific consensus
about how students, particularly adolescent
students, can get their best sleep.
 
Anecdotally, we have received many reports that
students are more rested. At the same time, the
change has posed challenges for families,
particularly elementary families, in the morning,
with some elementary parents and teachers
reporting that students are tired. The change in 

 

Over the last few weeks, the
transportation team has reevaluated all
of our routes in an attempt to find
efficiencies that would allow us to pick
up elementary students later. While we
do not want to raise expectations that
we will find significant efficiencies, we
will announce any changes to the routes
to take effect just after Thanksgiving.
 
In addition, we have formed a working
group to study the impact of new start
times and then to develop
recommendations for steps we can take
to build on the positive impacts and
address needs that have arisen. The
working group will use focus groups,
surveys and quantitative data to study
and pose responses to the challenges
that have arisen. The group began its
work on November 6 and will report out
its findings in the late spring to the
School Committee.
 
 
 
 
 
 

Early Arrivals at Happy Hollow playing in
the gym

teachings in Wayland schools, it is believed that actively
teaching these values through the CASEL framework will
help kids develop these specific skills to both interact
productively and positively with other people, and to
improve their understanding and perception of
themselves. Many stakeholders, including teachers,
parents, students, and community members, have
worked to develop the curriculum in Wayland that
supports SEL. Within the next few years, the District will
continue to look for different ways to strengthen SEL
learning in Wayland, while making sure the current
approach is working for every student. By identifying their
own SEL competency, all of our students learn what
specifically triggers specific emotions for them and
others, how those emotions impact their social
interactions and how to better manage their emotions
effectively within the confines of their society. To best
prepare our students, it is essential that we allow them to
develop these skills here in Wayland because they will
need this learning to be successful in the world after
leaving us.
 
Ellen Grieco

start times have also caused logistical
challenges for our buses. In September, when
Wayland experienced a significant increase in
traffic in the morning, the district moved
elementary pick-ups earlier in order to ensure
that middle and high school buses arrived on
time. As a result, currently, many of our
elementary students arrive before the
elementary doors open. These students are
participating in supervised recreational
activities in the school.

Arthur Unobskey
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Learning From
Ryan

Ryan Urato's article should inspire
Wayland's adults into action. We
need to support our children's
efforts to enjoy school and
extracurricular activities rather
than see their days as time filled
checking boxes.
 
We can seize opportunities to focus
our children on slowing their pace
and living in the moment. Perhaps
we can tell them that they don't
need to take their PSATs as
sophomores just because they can
or that they can set aside the extra
time to walk to school rather than
rushing to get a ride. Facing and
handling occasional high-pressure
situations builds resilience. Our
children thirst for these
opportunities. But, it doesn't help
their growth when they view these
stressors as unrelenting. 
 
The Wayland Public School staff is
committed to teaching our
students from pre-k through 12th
grade how to integrate their
emotions into their academics,
developing an appreciation for
what they enjoy and where they
struggle. We look forward to
partnering with parents in heeding
Ryan's message that "there simply
isn't time for everything."
 
Arthur Unobskey
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I wish I could say that I am an outlier, that my experience
of being over-scheduled and overwhelmed is unique, but I
know that I’m not alone.  While most high schoolers
probably don’t have as many time commitments as I do,
most of us have way too much on our plates, often without
realizing that the lifestyles we’ve developed are unhealthy.
Regrettably, our student body has developed a culture in
which we value the sheer quantity of extracurricular
activities in which we take part, a culture that I imagine we
share with most other high schools around the country,
and a culture that is also indicative of modern American
society’s push to do more and more. I frequently hear my
classmates tell stories of how they only find time to sleep
for four hours in a day, or how they drink multiple cups of
coffee consecutively to keep themselves awake. I witness
our excitement when anything gets canceled, no matter
how much we love the activity. It’s hard to imagine how we
justify such over-scheduling to ourselves, but I believe the
answer lies in the thought process that if everyone else is
doing a certain amount of things, so can I. I think it’s time
to start being honest with ourselves, and with each other,
that we have too much on our plates.  And I think it’s time
to part ways with our current culture because there simply
isn’t time for everything. 

Overwhelmed (continued)

"I think it’s time to start being honest
with ourselves, and with each other..."

Claypit 5th Grade Rocket Ship Launchers, October 25, 2019
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